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Power Amplifiers
Power Amplifier modules with frequencies up to 40 GHz utilizing various RF device technologies in order to meet our customer’s requirements.



Bi-Directional Amplifiers
High performance data links
contain both a PA and LNA sections that can be TX/RX switched either automatically.



Rack-Mount / Bench Top Products
Off-the-shelf or custom-engineered solutions containing our state of the art PA and BDA modules.  



                                

                            

                        
                    
	
	Radio Systems
	
	Applications        
                                
                                
                                    
                                        
COUNTER UAS



CUBE SAT - SMALL SAT



ELECTRONIC WARFARE



ISR DATA LINKS



MULTI-FUNCTION
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                                            TRIAD Amplified Radio Systems
                                
                                               
                                                TRIAD Amplified Radio Systems are a wireless network architect's best choice when time, cost, and optimal performance and range are critical. These fully-integrated and optimized radios are an evolution of many years of experience enabling some of the highest data-rate, longest range ISR wireless links in the Unmanned Land, Sea, and Air Systems industry.


 


The THPR series modules address all power drift issues by featuring advanced active power control and equalization circuitry ensuring that both the RF Output Power and Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) delivered to the antennas remains ultra-stable in the presence of any fluctuations. Click expand to learn more.


 



+ Expand +



 


TRIAD Amplified Radio Systems are fully-integrated, expertly tested, and available for fast delivery. They're ideal low cost and lighweight radios for data link and UAV, UAS, ISR , C4ISR, Military Mesh, MANET, and tracking antenna system solutions when your commercial and military requirements include taking a full SWaP-C approach. They offer the best long range and ultra-long range radio communication network system performance, and these high powered radios are optimized for every frequency band with the finest RF and microwave radios on the market, including:


 


Avwatch Mobile Tracking Antenna Systems


	MTS TRACKER Series 



 


Domo Tactical Communications (DTC)


	DTC SOLO8 Software Defined Radio (SDR) System



 


Optimum Solutions


	GPS Antenna Tracking Systems (Ruggedized pan and tilt pedestal antennas)



 


Persistent Systems


	Wave Relay® MPU5 Smart Radio for Mobile Ad Hoc Networking (MANET) Applications



 


Silvus Streamcaster Tactical MIMO Radio


	Streamcaster 4200 and 4200E (enhanced) Radio
	Streamcaster 4400 Radio



 


Troll Systems


	SkyLink and NetworkLink Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) Data Link Radio



 


TRIAD Amplified Radio Systems address the following concerns:


	Drift in gain, power, signal to noise ratio, and other variables over temperature and frequency
	A minimal (or non-existent) level of analysis of margin-robbing EMI emanating from the vehicle, GCS system, and environment.
	Co-channel RFI issues
	Insufficient RF and/or DC bus filtering to mitigate EMI / RFI issues
	Sub-optimal cables, interconnects and antenna selection / positioning
	Lack of maintenance and establishment of pre- and post- flight tests and checks to ensure that the links are always working at peak performance levels
	Video encoder optimization and radio settings errors



 


Our experience has shown us that most long range, high bandwidth video, data and C2 links severely under-perform (and frequently fail to achieve their goals) due to the above factors.


 


Triad’s team of engineers and application specialists from our Data Link Services division will assist and support your team in addressing the remaining factors involving hardware installation, tailoring the payload to fit your vehicle, and all EMI / link margin issues. This results in a high power radio system with unmatched reliability and ease of use. Triad’s THPR series enhanced radios yield links that are easier to integrate, deploy, and maintain than any other solution in the industry. Fill out the form below to request a radio system quote.






 
                                            
    
                                
                
                            
                    
                        
                        
                    
  
        
                    
                        
                            



Triad High Power Radio Systems (THPR) Help Customers Go Further






	THPR Model	
			Core Radio
				Description	Resources
	
			

			THPR1006	
			Microhard
				
			The THPR1006 is a 25W (12.5W per channel) S-Band, dual MIMO radio system used for long distance unmanned C2 and data links. The unit combines the Microhard pMDDL2450 as well as two bi-directional high power amplifiers to achieve distances in excess of 120 kilometers, dependent on data rate, air, and ground antenna arrangements. This SWaP-sensitive unit will work with off-the-shelf Microhard radios, or within an existing Microhard mesh arrangement.

				
				THPR1006 Data Sheet
	THPR1006 Test Report


			
	
			

			THPR1009-D03	
			Silvus
				
			The THPR1009-D03 is a 50W (25W per channel) C-Band, dual MIMO radio system used for long distance unmanned C2 and data links. The unit is field proven, with over 180 units shipped and operating. This is a fully integrated, high power radio system that delivers 50W peak RF output power per channel, and uses the Silvus SC4210 OEM radio at 4.4 - 4.7 GHz. The THPR1009-D03 was originally designed for use in airborne platforms operating within a MANET mesh, however it can be used within any Silvus compatible mesh network.

				
				THPR1009-D03 Data Sheet


			
	
			

			THPR1012	
			Silvus
				
			The THPR1012 is a 40 Watt (20W per channel) S-Band, dual MIMO radio system used for long distance unmanned C2 and data links. The unit combines the Silvus StreamCaster SC4210-245-O radio at 2.2 - 2.5 GHz, with two bi-directional high power amplifiers, housed in an IP66 enclosure. The THPR1012 is field proven, with dozens of units currently operating.

				
				THPR1012 Data Sheet 
	THPR1012 Product Introduction


			
	
			

			THPR1019-D03	
			Silvus
				
			The THPR1019-D03 is an ultra SWaP sensitive, 40W (20W per channel) S-Band, dual MIMO radio system used for long distance unmanned C2 and Data links. The unit combines the Silvus SC4210-245-O radio at 2.2 - 2.5 GHz, with two bi-directional high power amplifiers, in the lightest package available. The THPR1019-D03 is targeted at SWaP sensitive unmanned platforms. The THPR1019-D03 is field proven, with dozens of units sold.

				
				THPR1019-D03 Data Sheet


			
	
			

			THPR1021	
			Silvus
				
			The THPR1021 is a 20W (10W per channel) C-Band, dual MIMO radio system used for long distance unmanned C2 and data links. The THPR1021 combines the Silvus SC4210P-467-O with dual bidirectional amplifiers providing longer range and higher data rate than available with the off-the-shelf radio. The unit has been field tested as part of the US Army’s PEO C3T’s Capability Set 2025, and was given rave reviews.

				
				THPR1021 Data Sheet


			
	
			


			THPR1039

				
			DTC
				
			The THPR1039 is a 10W (5W per channel), L-Band, dual MIMO radio system used for long distance UAS video and C2 link, which achieves RF link ranges in excess of 50km when used in both ground and air radio segments. The unit combines a DTC  Solo8 MIMO radio, high power amplification, and custom filtering into a single, easy to integrate, SWaP-sensitive package. Its magnesium alloy housing helped achieve a final weight of 32oz (<1 kg) and a ~33% weight reduction compared with an aluminum-hosted unit.

				
				THPR1039 Data Sheet



				THPR1039 Product Introduction



			 

			
	
			

			THPR1055	
			Silvus
				
			The THPR1055 is a 80 Watt (20W per channel) S-Band, quad MIMO radio system used for long distance unmanned C2 and data links. The unit combines the Silvus StreamCaster SC4410-235-O radio at 2.2 - 2.5 GHz, with four bi-directional high power amplifiers, housed in an IP66 enclosure. The THPR1055 is field proven, with dozens of units currently operating.

				
				THPR1055 Data Sheet


			









 


 


Our THPRS Can Work with Your Preferred Radio


 


 


The THPR product line continues Triad’s adage to work with the radio your system relies on. These low-SWaP and fully integrated high power systems support L, S, and C bands and offer output power levels that maximize your radio’s potential. Here are just a few examples of the different radio integrations requested by customers that we achieved. 


 


Triad offers a number of dual-channel and quad-channel THPRs that utilize the Silvus Streamcaster SC4200 and SC4400 as a core radio. These fully integrated high power systems support L, S, and C bands and offer output power levels that range from ultra-SWaP-sensitive THPRs putting out 20Ws all the way up to optimal high power radio system designs outputting a total of 200W. Triad’s THPR series radios also offer many features and enhancements over their OEM radio counterparts, right out of the box. Check out ultra-SWap-sensitive THPRs, such as THPR1019-D03 and THPR1021, and more standard THPRs like the THPR1055.


 


The DTC series of THPRs utilize the 2x2 MIMO DTC SOLO8 as a core radio. These low-SWaP, fully integrated high power radio systems support L, S, and C bands and offer output power levels of up to 100W per channel. Previously, DTC supported an ultra-SWaP-sensitive THPR that showcased Triad’s engineering prowess and exceeded customer expectations. Check out the THPR1039, a high power radio system with a magnesium housing to help meet UAS weight restrictions.


 


One of our earliest THPRs boasted a Microhard 2x2 MIMO pMDDL as a core radio. This low-SWaP and fully integrated high power radio system was requested to operate in the S bands and offers output power levels of 25W over two channels. Check out the THPR1006 for a look into how we can integrate your Microhard radio.


 


Finally, Triad RF Systems partnered up with Mobilicom to develop a series of THPR High Power Radio Systems that utilize SkyHopper and MCU30 radios at its core. These low-SWaP and fully integrated high power systems support from the UHF band to C band and can offer output power levels of up to 50W per channel. The THPRs have cross-application appeal and can be the right fit within the military and industrial UxV drone and robotic segments. For a deeper dive on how a Moblilicom THPR can help you, check out this specification summary sheet.


 


Whether it is a standard off-the-shelf solution or a customized need to your radio system needs. To learn more about how our THPRs can work with your radios and make the integrations process that much easier, fill out the request a quote form below.

 








 



Request a Radio System Quote
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Tech Brief Helps Make Build or Buy Decision of ISR Data Links
Download »




RESOURCE


Download Our Tech Brief
Download »
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